Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary undirected source graph to be embedded in a target graph EM , the extended grid with vertices on integer grid points and edges to nearest and next-nearest neighbours. We present an algorithm showing how to embed G into EM in both time and space O(|V | 2 ) using the new notions of islands and bridges. An island is a connected subgraph in the target graph which is mapped from exactly one vertex in the source graph while a bridge is an edge between two islands which is mapped from exactly one edge in the source graph. This work is motivated by real industrial applications in the field of quantum computing and a need to efficiently embed source graphs in the extended grid.
Introduction
In this paper, we describe a method for embedding any undirected source graph into the extended grid. We also introduce the concept of islands and bridges. This embedding problem is of interest theoretically, and it has real industrial applications in the field of quantum computing that motivate this research. We introduce a constructive algorithm to embed complete graphs in O(n 2 ), thereby providing an upper bound.
An adiabatic quantum computer, such as one based on the system described by Amin, et alia [1] , can be considered to be a graph. This allows for the computer to be programmed by formulating a given problem as a graph theoretic problem (e.g. cellular base station placement is formulated as maximum independent set) and then embedding the problem graph onto the graph representation of the quantum computer. Therefore, the problem of embedding a source graph (representing the problem) into a target graph (representing the quantum computer architecture) is both interesting and important.
In collaboration with David Grant and William Macready, we developed the idea of a connected subgraph in the target graph to represent a single vertex in the source graph as well as a randomized O(n k ), k > 2, and then a 2n × 2n, algorithm for embedding. Garey, Johnson, and So [2] consider connected subgraphs of vertices, called nets, in the context of circuit testing; that is, looking for short circuits. Opatrny and Sotteau [3] and Lin, et alia [4] , describe, in the contexts of VLSI and parallel computing, embedding complete binary trees into EM using edge subdivision with vertex congestion of one, while Sang and Sudborough [5] use vertex congestion and contraction to embed larger meshes into smaller ones. Fraysseix, et alia [6] and Schnyder [7] describe O(n 2 ) algorithms to obtain Fáry embeddings.
Definitions
We define the extended grid (EM [m, n]) to be an m row by n column lattice of grid points where every grid point has a potential edge to its immediate, or nearest, neighbours as well as to its next-nearest neighbours. We will abbreviate EM [m, n] as EM . More specifically, EM consists of the set of vertices given by the grid coordinates {(x, y)|1 ≤ x ≤ m, 1 ≤ y ≤ n}, and for a vertex v = (x, y), the edges incident on v are {(u, v)|u ∈ (x, y ± 1), (x ± 1, y), (x ± 1, y ± 1)}. Given an arbitrary source graph G = (V, E), the problem is to embed this graph as a subgraph of EM ,Ĝ = (V ,Ê,Ĉ), where each v ∈ V maps to a nonempty set v ⊆V , each edge (u, v) ∈ E maps to an edge (u
and v is a connected subgraph whose edges are in Ĉ . That is, each vertex in the source graph maps to a set of vertices in the target graph that form a connected subgraph. We call such a connected subgraph an island. The edges in the island are in the edge setĈ. Each edge in the source graph also maps to an edge, which we will refer to as a bridge, in the target graph's edge setÊ between two appropriate islands. Put another way, let us define an island Iv to be a connected subgraph of the embeddingĜ where the vertices of Iv collectively represent the vertex v ∈ G; i.e, the vertices of Iv are v. Thus, we have a function ηV : V →V ×V × ... ×V that maps vertices to islands. We then define a bridge to be an edge (Iu,s, Iv,t) connecting two islands Iu and Iv, given by the bijective function ηE : E →Ê that takes edges to bridges.
Given an input graph G = (V, E), let us define an embedding of that graph to be a new grapĥ G = (V ,Ê,Ĉ). Also, let l be a labelling function that maps a vertex of an island in the embedding to vertices in the input graph, l :V → V . We can then say an island iŝ
and an edge set isĈ
From these definitions we getV
Furthermore, we defineÊ
Finally, we say Iv = (Vv,Êv). Thus, we create an embeddingĜ of the input graph G such that each vertex v ∈ V corresponds to an island,Vv ∈V , where |Vv| ≥ 1, with a set of edgesĈv such that the graphĜv = (Vv,Ĉv) is connected. Furthermore, for every edge (u, v) ∈ E there exists an edge (u
Algorithm
We now provide an O(n 2 ) algorithm which will show how to embed any complete graph into the extended grid EM [n − 1, n] using islands and bridges, where n = |V |. The embedding technique we describe will be call a braiding since we braid the layout of the islands together in the embedding. One way to think of it is as a series of swaps, whereby we maximize the number of swaps, and the number of new edges introduced, at each row transition.
The algorithm is as follows. For each odd-labelled vertex, we grow that island toward the right until it hits the boundary; at this point, the island reflects after a delay. Even-labelled vertices are treated similarly except the initial growth is towards the left. (Note that this orientation is arbitrarily chosen.)
We iterate through the rows, starting from the first. Given a numbered ordering nV = {1, 2, ..., n} of V , we layout all the vertices in ascending order on the first row. We proceed to layout the remaining rows as follows:
Let ci(v) denote the column in row i for vertex v. For each v ∈ V and for each row, if
Thus,
where
Algorithm 1 Braiding algorithm
, uv(j)) = 0 end if end for end for Algorithm 2 toIndex function Input: the row r and the column c Output: the index, i i = (r − 1) · n + c
The algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1, is quite simple and creates the braided embedding, as shown for K6 and K3,3 in Figure 1 , and is scalable to any number of vertices. It is apparent that this is sufficiently scalable to embed any complete graph and therefore any graph. 
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